
2016 

  THE MOST REBOOKED 

OKTOBERFEST IN B.F.G. 
 

     A complete Bavarian Oktoberfest.  A fun night  
          of games and beer drinking  hosted by 
       B.F.Gs  best known Oktoberfest compare  
                BARON SUUKON MEINSHAFT 
    With his little helper Heide Sitzon Meinshaft 
     and DJ Stroke~On  Meinshaft  they will give you    
              a night to remember (or maybe not). 
 This excellent Bavarian Oktoberfest can only be   
        booked through Showtime Entertainments. 

The ultimate Bavarian Bier Fest. Baron Zuukon  Meinshaft & Heide Sitzon Meinshaft will host you through 
lots of games and beer drinking. Each table will be a team and the table that rises best to the challenge 
receives a tray of German schnapps including Apple, Peach, Strawberry korn. Also lots of jegermiester. 
The schnapps are 35% proof. Games include Hide The Sausage, Bavarian Hat Dance,  Square Egg Laying 
plus many more. Showtime will decorate the dance area with  traditional German Brau Haus décor  
including flags, balloons and pennants . Ending the night with BFGs top DJ Stroke~On Meinshaft. 

showtime4bfg@aol.com showtime4bfg 

Mobile 015209080255.  01735466315 

Rongen Str 36. 33428 Harsewinkel 

                              BARON  

   SUUKON MEINSHAFT 



AUDIENCE PARTICIPATION   

                            Which team is fastest in sawing  off one piece of the log?  
The interplay of technique and power are decisive. Teams will compete against  
   each other against the clock, The fastest team to complete the task  will be  
                                                awarded a tray of schnapps Prost !!! 

 The Baron Suukon Meinshaft  Bavarian Night has an emphasis on audience 
 participation. If this lively German music and humorous entertainment  
        doesn't get your guests in a happy, party mood, then nothing will!    
The infectious music and regular drinking toasts are specifically designed  
    to get everyone involved where fun-filled light-hearted entertainment is  
             guaranteed. Get ready to laugh and be merry and join in the fun.  
      You'll definitely have a  brilliant  night  to remember! (or maybe not) 
                    Let the fun begin !!. Baron Suukon , Heide Sitzon and  
 DJ StrokeOn Meinshaft will get even the shyest of audiences involved. 
     Shunkeling, Thigh Slapping, Log Sawing, Beer Drinking, Yard of Ale,  
 Nail  Knocking,  Stein Hoisting, Crazy Chicken Dance, Dam Fine Blow Job, 
                     Ladies Horse Racing,  Kissing Game plus many more. 

LOG SAWING   

YARD OF ALE 
     This game separates the men from the boys. A timed challenge between teams.  

    A drinking game that requires technique as well as speed. Winning team will be 
awarded a tray  of schnapps. Prost !!! Beer for game included in price of the show 



 NAIL KNOCKING 

The aim of the game is to hammer the nail all the way 
into the log with the thin end of a hammer the  

quickest. There is no particular technique that works 
better than another, the harder you swing the more 
wild is your aim, but if you do connect the nail goes 

further into the log.  
The softer you swing the more accurate you are and 
more likely to hit the nail head,  but of course the nail 
doesn’t go in so far and it takes more hits to hammer 

it all the way.  Teams compete against each other 
and against the clock for a tray of schnapps . 

STEIN HOISTING 

The game is simple, how long can you hold a 1 Litre glass stein filled to the brim with liquid 
and held by a straight ninety degree (90 ) arm in front of  entrant, parallel to the floor with 

elbows locked. Once entrant’s elbow bends or spills/drops the stein, entrant loses the  
contest. Longest time wins the contest  and a tray of schnapps for their team, Prost!!!  

SQUARE EGG LAYING 

In the early eighteen hundreds the hens in southern Germany  stopped  laying eggs the  
local government employed local villagers to stand in front of the hens and mimic egg  

laying.  The problem is the egg is square and it take effort to force it out, Its painful. 
The best impersonation of a hen laying a square egg wins for their team a tray of schnapps 



BLOW YOUR HORN 

LADIES HORSE RACING 
 

     Every German village has a female Horn Blower, her main task is to call the cows in. 
This is a test of who can blow the horn the best.  Crossed eyes and puffed out cheeks 
make it great fun to watch. Best lady wins for their team a tray of schnapps , Prost ! 

  Its ladies day at the  races.   A balloon is fixed to a air pump that is placed on their seats.  
All the ladies are required to do is the bounce up and down on the air pump and 

         first to burst the balloon wins a tray of schnapps for their team, Prost !!! 

No Oktoberfest would be complete without the little tots of Schnapps.  Your guests are  
placed into teams  (normally a row of tables for each team) they compete against each 

other in the 10 Bavarian  themed games.  The winning team OF EACH GAME receive a tray 
of 35% proof German Schnapps. There can be up to 30 in a team so during the course of    

the evenings fun we will give out 300 tots of German Schnapps . Prost !!!  

TRAYS OF SCHNAPPS FOR GAME WINNERS 



DISCO TIME 

TABLE DANCING 

Standing on chairs and tables is the norm, that why we recommend 6ft tables and benches. 
There will also be lots of banging glasses and fists on tables another good reason not to 
         use mess polished tables.   Below are images of how a night normally unfolds 

DJ Tavish Stroke ~ On  Meinshaft  will take you into the early hours. Excellent sound system 
             Large light show make him one of the most popular DJs on the BFG circuit. 
            Playing the chart sounds of today mixed with the party hits of yester year . 

BARON SUUKON KRAZY OKTOBERFEST 
So what do you get for your money? .  Excellent stage and dance floor décor .  300 tots of 35% 
Proof Schnapps & beer for drinking games.  The best Oktoberfest compare in BFG  Baron 
Suukon Meinshaft.  DJ Tavish Stroke~On Meinshaft  with excellent sound and light show . 
Playing until 0200hrs (no silly claims for extortionate overtime rates  at 0100hrs). 
             THIS SHOW CAN ONLY BE BOOKED THROUGH SHOWTIME ENTERTAINMENTS 
                      LOOK AT THE VIDEOS FROM LAST YEAR ON          showtime4bfg 
 



OTHER IMAGES FROM BARON SUUKON 


